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TRANSITION 4
(forms)

In the natural world, connectors are provided to facilitate the passage between the different elements (FORMS, color, light, shade...). The ease to move from one form to another is so subtle that we are unaware of it, unless we spend a great amount of time surrounded by nature or unified sensory information.
Transition 4, visually speaking, is meant to demonstrate how natural forms complement one another. 

The following files are not accompanied by written explanations, they are conceived for a visual reading. It is recommended to view them more than once while listening to unified music (high level of connecting sounds that can help the viewer to concentrate...). They are also meant to be viewed in progression, as each file evolved from the previous ones. It is also recommended to view the following files: The PowerPoint "The forms" in the List of Parallel Color.html (in French, self explanatory), connecting image 61D (8), CURVE/STRAIGHT LINE in introduction.html, COURBE/CURVE in introduction to vitockey.html, MOUV-MOTION&SPORTS 1, 2 in vitockey and the world of sports.html, Transition 3 (3a) CURVE with STRAIGHT LINE and Tr 3 (4) asymmetry.  
The purpose of the enclosed photographs is to document this transition. The accompanying word file.rtf  (T En 8).
As for the two elliptical blue purple ellipses at the bottom of each image, they are the links to the PDFs. The top one is for one computer screen and the bottom one for projectors or multiple screens. First part : Top (750 X 7500) and bottom (2200 X 22000). The following ten files can be printed, quality internet.

MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS, part 1: Tr4 (1-10)
Transition 4 (1) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of leaf trees (birch) to another (cottonwood). Regular color photography (5), seasons Spring-Fall-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI (natural connecting image) 62 and 63d. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (2) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of needle trees to one of leaf trees like cottonwood. Regular color photography (4) and infrared black & white (5), seasons Winter-Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 66. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (3) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of leaf trees (cottonwood) to conifers. 3 examples (7 regular color photographs), seasons Spring-Fall-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images were taken in Alberta and British Columbia. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (4) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of needles trees to one of leaf trees (cottonwood). Regular color photography (2) and infrared black & white (1), seasons Spring-Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images were taken in Alberta. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (5) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of needles trees to one of leaf trees (cottonwood). Regular color photography (1) and infrared black & white (1), seasons Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. This image is Mont Robson and it surroundings, British Columbia. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (6) Analysis of natural forms: Facility to move from an agglomeration of conifers (fir /spruce) to conifers (tamaracks). Regular color photography (7), seasons Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from transition 3. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS. For more information, PLEASE view Transition 3-2.  
Transition 4 (7) Analysis of natural forms: Rare trees (will to survive and team work). 2 trees that live side by side touching at the base, two that intermingles, and two that uses a branch to remain balance on stormy days. Regular color photography (16), seasons Spring-Fall-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from NCI 65, 66 and the others are in the same area. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (8) Analysis from natural forms: Exceptionally curved trees. Regular color photography (10) and infrared black & white (1), seasons Spring-Fall-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images were taken in British Columbia, the last one is an excerpt from NCI 61D. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (9) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees. Regular color photography (7) and infrared black & white (2), seasons Spring-Fall-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images were taken in Alberta and British Columbia. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
Transition 4 (10) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees. Regular color photography (6) and infrared black & white (3), seasons Fall-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. The images to the right are excerpts from NCI 64 and 66. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

For those who would like some images of transition 4 (1-10). 
The non compressed ZIP file (14 solos and 6 panoramic). The originals (raw+jpeg) were reduced to 900 pixels in height (from 900x350 to 900x3560), quality 11/12.							
The contact sheet.						

MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS, part 2: Tr4 (11-25)
Part 2 aims at showing that natural forms are rarely made of straight lines, if so, they are complemented by CURVED ones. 
For information (images, size...) please view the following word file.rtf  (T En 8). As for the two elliptical blue purple ellipses at the bottom of each image, they are the links to the PDFs (11/2014). The top one is for one computer screen and the bottom one for projectors or multiple screens. Top (750 x 7500 or 750 x 10227) and bottom (2200 x 22000 or 2200 x 30000). These files can be printed, except for 21c, 24a and 24b.
	
Transition 4 (11) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (7), seasons Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 64. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.65 and 11.6mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (12) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (4), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.51 et 9.31mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (13) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (6), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 64 and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.32 et 8.83mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (14) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (7), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 64. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.50 et 11.1mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (15) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (5) and infrared black & white (1), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.60 et 10.0mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (16) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (4) and infrared black & white (3), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.66 et 10.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (17) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (7) and infrared black & white (2), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from NCI 65. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.31 et 8.98mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (18) Analysis of natural forms: Curved trees accompanied by almost straight lines trees. Regular color photography (5) and infrared black & white (4), seasons Summer-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.16 and 7.95mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (19a) Analysis of natural forms: Brooks, rivers, ice, rock. Regular color photography (12), seasons Summer-Fall-Winter, altitude 600-2000 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (921kb et 6.10mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (19b) Analysis of natural forms: Lakes. Regular color photography (8), seasons Spring-Summer-Fall, altitude 600-2000 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.08 et 7.57mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (19c) Analysis of natural forms: River with several small islands. Regular color photography (6), seasons Spring-Summer-Fall, altitude 1500 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.10 and 7.56mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (20a) Analysis of natural forms: Mountains, trees, and rocks. Regular color photography (6), seasons Spring-Summer-Fall, altitude 1300-1500 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (1.66 et 10.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (20b) Analysis of natural forms: Mountains. Regular color photography (8), seasons Fall-Winter, altitude 1300-1500 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (987kb et 6.85mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (20c) Analysis of natural forms: Mountains. Regular color photography (4), seasons Fall, altitude approximately 1500 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 2200 X 22000 pixels (409kb et 2.85mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

The level of fluidity between each image in the following files is lower than the preceding ones.

Transition 4 (21a) Analysis of natural forms: Shrubs and plants. Infrared photography in black & white (13), seasons Summer-Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.53 et 9.79mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (21b) Analysis of natural forms: Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (2.30 et 14.8mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (21c) Analysis of natural forms: Cacti, shrubs and plants desert. Regular color photography (16), seasons Summer-Fall. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.78 and 11.6mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (22) Analysis of natural forms: Flowers and fruits. Regular color photography (14), seasons Summer-Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.84 et 10.0mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (23) Analysis of natural forms: Mixed. Regular color photography (11) and infrared black & white (2), seasons Summer-Fall, altitude approximately 600 meters. These not being part of a connecting image are classified as SOLOs. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.92 et 12.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (24a) Analysis of natural forms: Moving organic forms on the ground (2 and 4 legged animals in general). Regular color photography (21), all seasons. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.08 et 6.43mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (24b) Analysis of natural forms: Moving organic forms under water and in the air (fish and birds in general and clouds).. Regular color photography (20), all seasons. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (890kb et 5.07mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (25) Analysis of natural forms: Asymmetry (mountains, trees, and rocks). Regular color photography (8), seasons Fall, altitude approximately 1300-1500 meters. Formats: 750 x 10227 et 2200 x 30000 pixels (1.51 et 11.2mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS. For more information, please view Tr 3 (4) asymmetry.
  
For those who would like some images of transition 4 (11-25). 
The non compressed ZIP files (11-19 = 23 JPEGs including 3 panoramic) and (20-25 = 28 JPEGs including 2 panoramic). The originals (raw+jpeg) were reduced to 1000 pixels in height (1000x650 - 1000x4757), quality 11/12. These JPEGs do not include 21c, 24a and 24b. Those can be found on the internet.	
The contact sheets.
	
MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS, part 3: Tr4 (31-60)
In the northern or southern hemispheres of our planet, we visually speaking and in GENERAL find that the contour of the transparent vegetation (shrubs, leaf trees, plants…) is complementary to the opaque vegetation (needle trees, cedars, etc). As for the vegetation near the equator, it is somewhat transparent (leaves) and its color is complementary to the other elements (sky-ground-water…), for more information, PLEASE refer to Parallel Color.
For the information (images, size...) please view the following word file.rtf  (T En 8). As for the two elliptical blue purple ellipses at the bottom of each image, they are the links to the PDFs (12/2014). The top one is for one computer screen and the bottom one for projectors or multiple screens. Top (750 x 7500) and bottom (3000 x 30000). These files can be printed, except for 57-60.

Transition 4 (31) Introduction to CONTOURS of the transparent and opaque natural forms and a minimal revision of transition 5: A diagram (approximate scale), regular color photography (7) with close ups, and infrared black-grey-white (1), seasons Spring-Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62, and 65. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.46 and 18.2mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (32) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Conifers in general, Larches at low and high altitude-Douglas-large cedars, regular color photography (14), all seasons, altitude 600-2000 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62, and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.42 et 17.7mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (33) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Conifers in general, regular color photography (11), seasons Summer-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62, and 65. Formats: 750 x 7500 et 3000 x 30000 pixels (1.21 et 14.9mb). EXPLICATIONS VISUELLES.

Transition 4 (34) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Douglas and large cedars, regular color photography (6) and infrared black-grey-white (7), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.45 and 18.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (35) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Conifers in general, infrared photography black-grey-white (10), seasons Summer-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62, 65, and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.37 and 16.7mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (36) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Low altitude tamaracks, regular color photography (11) and infrared black-grey-white (3), seasons Summer-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.20 and 15.3mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (37) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Larches or high altitude tamaracks, regular color photography (10), season Autumn, altitude approximately 1500-2000 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.43 and 15.1mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (38) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: Low and high altitude tamaracks, regular color photography (10), season Autumn, altitude approximately 600-2000 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.40 et 16.8mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (39) CONTOURS of some of the transparent natural forms: Shrubs and leaf trees, regular color photography (7) and infrared black-grey-white (2), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.37 and 15.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (40) CONTOURS of some of the transparent natural forms: Leaf trees, regular color photography (8), seasons Spring-Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.50 and 18.3mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (41) CONTOURS of some of the transparent natural forms: Leaf trees, regular color photography (7) and infrared black-grey-white (5), seasons Spring-Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62 and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.51 and 20.3mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (42) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, infrared black-grey-white (10), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.31 and 15.7mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (43) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (10) and infrared black-grey-white (4), seasons Spring-Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600-2000 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62 and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.34 and 18.5mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (in front opacity/behind transparency, and side by side…).

Transition 4 (44) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (7) and infrared black-grey-white (1), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62 and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.71 and 19.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (in front opacity/behind transparency, and side by side…).

Transition 4 (45) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (6), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.88 and 20.1mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (46) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (5) and infrared black-grey-white (1),  season Autumn, altitude approximately 600-2000 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.48 et 17.5mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 
Transition 4 (47) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (2) and infrared black-grey-white (1), season Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.48 et 16.8mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (48) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (10) and infrared black-grey-white (1), all seasons, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 65 and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.60 et 20.8mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (49) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Shrubs-leaf trees- conifers, regular color photography (9) and infrared black-grey-white (1), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.46 et 17.2mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (50) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (8) and infrared black-grey-white (1), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.97 et 25.7mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (51) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers, regular color photography (9), season Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (2.06 et 27.7mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (52) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Shrubs-leaf trees-conifers, regular color photography (5) and infrared black-grey-white (4), seasons Summer-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 62 and 65. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.64 et 19.1mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency side by side, in front/behind…). 

Transition 4 (53) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Shrubs-leaf trees-conifers, regular color photography (3) and infrared black-grey-white (7), season Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61 and 62. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.48 et 18.9mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency in front/behind, side by side…). 

Transition 4 (54) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Shrubs-leaf trees-conifers, regular color photography (6) and infrared black-grey-white (5), seasons Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.13 et 10.6mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency in front/behind, side by side…). 

Transition 4 (55) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees and conifers sculpted by snow, regular photography (6 black-grey-white) and regular color photography (1), season Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.30 et 13.2mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS (opacity/transparency in front/behind, side by side…). 

Transition 4 (56) CONTOURS of some of the opaque natural forms: "Conifers sculpted by snow", regular color photography (10 black-grey-white), season Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts from natural connecting images 61. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.37 et 13.4mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS 

The level of fluidity between each image in the following files is lower than the preceding ones.

Transition 4 (57) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Cedars-leaf trees-fruits, regular color photography (31 from the internet), all seasons, regions near the equator, altitude approximately 0-600  meters. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (720kb et 7.78mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS 

Transition 4 (58) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees, regular color photography (13 from the internet), all seasons, regions near the equator. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.15 et 12.2mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS 

Transition 4 (59) CONTOURS of some of the transparent and opaque natural forms: Leaf trees, regular color photography (16 from the internet), all seasons, in Africa. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (905kb et 8.88mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS 

Transition 4 (60) CONTOURS of some of the transparent natural forms: Leaf trees-shrubs, regular color photography (21 from the internet), all seasons, desert regions. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (852kb et 9.92mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS 

For those who would like some images of transition 4 (31-71 et 61D-11a, b).
The non compressed ZIP files (24.3mb -horizontal images- 25 JPEGs including 6 panoramic and 8.20mb -vertical images- 23 JPEGs. The originals (raw+jpeg) were reduced to 1000 pixels in height (1000x659 - 1000x3511), quality 11/12. These JPEGs do not include 57, 58, 59, 60. Those can be found on the internet.		
The contact sheets.

MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS, part 4: Tr4 (61, 66 et 71)
Visually speaking, nature includes the elements that connect the OPPOSITIONS, as simple as the GREYs between black and white. These connections are around these oppositions (small to large, transparency to opacity, clear to obscure, flat to textured, etc), they can be found closer or further away. If you have difficulties understanding this, please view transition 5 (hard edged elements). 
Theory to be verified: By not taking this into account, our manufactured world saps an enormous amount of cerebral energy which conditions self destruction. 
The purpose of the enclosed photographs is to document this transition and can be printed, internet quality. For information (images, size...) please view the following word file.rtf  (T En 8). As for the two elliptical blue purple ellipses at the bottom of each image, they are the links to the PDFs (12/2014). The top one is for one computer screen and the bottom one for projectors or multiple screens. Top (750 x 7500) and bottom (3000 x 30000). These files can be printed.
Transition 4 (61) SMALL to LARGE and vice versa: Conifers, distance between the oppositions small/large, approximately 100 meters. Regular color photography (7), black-grey-white (1) and infrared black-grey-white (3), seasons Autumn-Autumn-Winter, altitude approximately 600 meters. These images are views from the exterior of connecting image 61 D, section 3-2. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (822kb and 8.13mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
For more information, PLEASE view 
“Transition from light”, connecting image 61 D (7): 3.4 kilometers of connecting natural elements were used to prepare this very HIGH light contrast, the light filter number four,
Transition 2 (1a and 4a): The opposition SMALL to LARGE is very close, hardly a few meters. The connections are all around within 100 meters, and
Transition 3 that is composed of four groves of tamaracks (large/east- medium and small/west - large/north)…
Transition 4 (66) TRANSPARENCY to OPACITY and vice versa: Leaf trees and conifers, distance between the opposition (transparency/opacity) is a few meters, regular color photography (4) and infrared black-grey-white (5), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts of natural connecting image 62, and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.60 and 19.4mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.

Transition 4 (71) CLAIR to OBSCUR and vice versa: Leaf trees and conifers, distance between the opposition (clair/obscur) is a few meters, regular color photography (4) and infrared black-grey-white (4), seasons Summer-Autumn, altitude approximately 600 meters. Some of these images are excerpts of natural connecting image 61, 62, and 66. Formats: 750 X 7500 and 3000 X 30000 pixels (1.34 et 16.4mb). VISUAL EXPLANATIONS.
For more information, please view transition 6 (hard edged elements) and CI 61D (9,11a, b).

The distance of the visual connections for the opposition of natural connecting image 67 is more than 6 kilometers, altitude approximately 2000 meters, to be completed in 2015-16.

The further away the opposition, the more the transition must remained constant = high level of visual communication and possible access to expansionist thinking.



Jean-Jacques Giguère © all rights reserved
				
				












